Christianity is prevalent in Kenya; however, the majority of Christians have a misconstrued view of Jesus and the Bible,” say IMB missionaries Daniel and Kristen Lowry.

Daniel is dedicated to teaching truth and training faithful preachers of the Gospel. A professor at the Kenya Baptist Theological College and Seminary, Daniel has opportunities to teach truth and correct misunderstandings of the Gospel among Kenyan ministry students.

He and the other professors desire to see Kenyans leading churches who are faithful to God’s Word. Additionally, Daniel wants to see students trained in practical application by partnering students with faithful pastors so the students can see first-hand how to live out what they are learning in the classroom.

THE COOPERATIVE PROGRAM is the financial fuel for reaching every person for Jesus Christ in every town, every city, every state, and every nation. Your support through the Cooperative Program assists missionaries like the Lowrys in their work to train local believers to disciple others.

PRAY for the Lowrys as they serve in Kenya, especially for Daniel and the other seminary faculty who are equipping Kenyan leaders who then equip other believers. Because of their dedication, God is on the move in Kenya.